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Abstract. The total projections of the representative instance have recently been proposed as the 
basis to generate answers for queries in systems using the Universal Relation Interface. To generate 
the answers inexpensively, we need to know how to compute the total projections efficiently. For 
the class of independent SC .hpmzs, :.x &rive an &cient algorithm ihat generates opiimai unions 
of simple chase join expressions that comput- p the total projections with respect to a set of 
embedded functional dependencies. 
1. Introduction 
During the design or restructuring of relational databases, it is frequent to 
decompose rel;ltions, that is, to replace one relation, with two or more. However, 
it is useful to offer to the user the possibility of querying the original relations, 
ignoring its decomposition. The weak insrancrc model [ 13,19,20,18] responds to 
this need, by allowing us to consider, in a single framework, databases composed 
of more than one relation. Specifically, with re,p_,_ 6 Pp+ to query answering, it allows 
the formulation of queries on a single reiatiorr, and producing answers from data 
in the decomposed database. 
The model can be used as the basis of a form of user interface, called the Universal 
Xekziijm PnZerjiiit?, wiuch presents ills: thlabase as il” it were composed of a skgle 
relation, thus relieving the user from specifying logical access paths and connc,ctions 
among the actual relations (see, for example, [17,24] for surveys, and [4: 15,233 
for discussions). 
Queries are posed on a relation defined on all the attributes in the various relations, 
but not actually stored in the database. The connection etween the original (or 
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universal) relation and the actual relations is provided by the representative instance, 
a relation over the universe U of the attributes, defined, for each database state r, 
as follows. First, a relation over U (called the state tabhu for r, denoted by T,) 
is formed by taking the union of all the relations in r exte:lded to U by means of 
distinct variables (oc null..,. ~1 Then, the chase procedure [Is] is applied to T7 to 
equate symbols and generate new tuples. The chase process essentially performs 
inferences on data using the given constraints. If a contradiction is found during 
the chase process, then the representative instance is assumed to be empty. Assuming 
that a “piece” of inrtii-Eation is a “piece” of known information, given aP;y query 
(3 invoiving a set of attributes X that is a subset of the universe U, it is meaningful 
to consider, as the answer to such a query Q, the set ~?f tup!es in the representative 
instance that have only constants as values for the attributes in X. This set of tuples 
is called the X-total projection of the representative instance. It was shown that the 
X-total projection corresponds to the set of sentences that is logically implied by 
the database state and the constraints [ 181. In this sense, the answer generated by 
this method is correct. 
Example 1.1. Consider the database scheme R = {R, (Course, Tutor, InstructoTy 
Department), R2( Course, Tutor, Room, Department)}, F = {Course + Instructor, 
Course + Department}, and the database state r: rl = ((c,, ri, i,, dl)], 
f-2 = {(cl, f2, VI9 4% 
Suppose we want to know who are the instructor and tutors of a course. The 
window on Course_Instructor_Tutor is required. In the total projection approach, 
we first set up the state tableau for r. The state tableau T, is defined on U with two 
tupies in it. Tine two tuples are the tuples in the state extending to U with nuihs. 
Since the two tuples in T,. agree on the Course-component, and from the functional 
dependency Course + Instructor: we can infer that the tuple from r, has the Instructor- 
component equal to i,. Since no other inferences can be made from the state and 
the constraints, the corresponding representative instance has the fo!iowing two 
l ..-_l^_. r/_ rUl’lc;S. l\Ll, il, il, d,, w, et, t2, il9 d, , r,)}, where 4, is assumed to be a null value. 
Hence the window on Course_Instructor_Tutor is {(c,, i,, tl): (c, : iI ~ P,}]. 
In this approach, the most straightforward way of finding an X-total projection 
is to generate the representative instance and then find the X-total projection from 
it. However, this takes time and space proportional to the size of the database state 
even if functional dependencies are given and this might take exponential time and 
space if the full join dependency IMIR is given as a __ ‘nnstraint. If the constraints are 
a set of functional dependencies plus a full acyclic join dependency IWI 
chasing the representative instance can be done in polynomial time proportional to 
the size of the database state [26]. Sagiv [ 19,201 considered a class of database 
schemes and showed that, for this class, X-total projections can be computed using 
unions of extension joins [12], computable in time polynomial in the size 9f the 
database scheme. 
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Sagiv’s method is an interesting approach. Generating the representative instance 
may be too costly, since it takes time and space polynomial proportional to the size 
of the database state and answering a query often only involves a very small pat-t 
of the state. Furthermore, existing systems do not provide facilities to support the 
chase procedure. 
In this paper, we find relational expressions to compute the X-total projections 
of the representative instance when functional dependencies are given as constraints. 
This class of expressions provides a tool to simulate the representative instance 
without physically constructing the tableau. For instance in Example 1.1, we can 
find out the instructor of a course in r, by joining Rz with r ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ RI ), since 
from the f,.mctional dependency Course + Instructor, we know each course has a 
unique instructor. Therefore, by a simple analysis, the Course-Instructor- Tutor-total 
projection can be computed by the following expression: 
~C~~ur~e.Instrurror. Turor(R,) u 77 Cotrrze.Instrrrctor, Tu or (R*lWI~c,,,,e.,,,,,,,,,,(R,)). 
In fact, this expression is a union of simple chase join expressions. The optimiza- 
tion of this class of expressions is studied in [3]. To show that simple chase join 
expressions are a natural way to simulate the representative instance, we derive an 
efficient algorithm that generates optimal unions of simple chase join expressions 
which compute the total projections with respect o a set of functional dependencies 
when an independent scheme is assumed. This generalizes the results obtained by 
Sagiv [ 19,203. 
Having defined the necessary notation in Section 2, in Section 3, we give a brief 
discussion on independent schemes which is essential to the subsequent sections. 
In Section 4, we show that unions of simple chase join expressions are sufficient to 
simulate the total projections with respect o a set of functional dependencies when 
an independent scheme is assumed. And in Section 5, we derive an efficient algorithm 
that generates the required unions of simple chase join expressions for the total 
projections. Together with the results obtained in [3], the expressions generated are 
in some sense minimal in the number of join operations. Finally in Section 6, we 
conclude with a summary of our co%ributioxs. 
2.1. Basics 
We fix a finite set of attributes U = {A,, . . . , A,) and call it the universe. ,4 relation 
scheme R is a subset of U. A database scheme ={R,,..., Rk} is a collection of 
relation schemes uch that the union of the ;s is U. Associated with each attribute 
Ai E U is a set of constants called the domain of A, or dom(Ai). A ruple t over 
Ri={A,,. . * 9 A,,,) is an element of dom(A,)x - . xdom(A,) 
,. A database slate fcr a daiabase sc 
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r that maps every relation scheme Rj in W to a relation on Ri; we write r = 
(r,...., Q) = (r( R,), . . - : r(_&jj. 
We shall consider relational expressions in which the only operators are seM 
(a), p@?ct (%), (natura ) J 1 bin ( IHI) and union ( u ). If only the operators select, 
project and jo r i 6 are involved, the expressions are called SPJ-eqpressions. In the 
subsequent discussion, the operands of a relational expression are relation schemes 
in a database scheme. 
2.2. Tableaux and containment mappings 
A tableau consists of a body and a po~aillly empty summary TOW. The body of a 
tableau is a relation over I/‘= V u {TAG). Each tuple in the body is simply called 
a row. The tableau domain of Ai E U, tdom(Ai), is the disjoint union of dom(Ai), 
the singleton set {a,}, where ai is called the distinguished variable (dv) for Ai, and 
a countable set Ndv(A;) of nondistinguished variables (ndvs) for A;. The tag domain 
tdom( TAG) = R. The elements of tdom(Ai), for all Ai E U, are ordered by a partial 
order < such that 
0 all elements of dom(A,) are pairwise incomparable, 
@ c < u, for c E dom(Ai), u E tdom(A,) - dom(Ai), 
8 a <b, for a the dv for Ai, b E Ndv(Ai), 
0 Ndv(A,) is a linear order set under <. 
The summary row of a tableau is a tuple over a subset of U called the target 
relation scheme. Where it is defined, the summary row contains only dvs and constants 
that appear in the body of the tableau. 
Let v be a valuation function that takes tdom(A) to itself, for each AE U’. 
Furthermore, for each A E U, c E tdom(A), v(c) Q c and v is the identity mapping 
on tdom( TAG). That is, v is a tag-preserving valuation function. Unless otherwise 
stated, all valuation functions are tag-preserving. A valuation function v will also 
extend to set- and tuple-wise. Let {t, t, , . . . , fk} be a set of tuples. We define 
~(t)=(v(t[A~]), . . . , v(t[A,J)) and v({tl,. . . , tk}) ={v(tl), . . . , 2;(tkS}. A co;iiai;r- 
ment mapping v from a tableau T1 to another tableau T2 is a vah don function on 
the set of symbols in rows of T, to those in rows of T2 such that v( 1 1) c T2. 
Given tableaux T and I defined on U’, T has a nonempty summary row and I 
may have an empty summary row. The tableau T defines a mapping from I to a 
relation T(I) defined on the target relation scheme of T T(“) is determined by a 
set of containment mappings and is defined as follows: 
WI={ ( )I v s s is the summary row for T and V: T + I is a containment 
mapping from T to I}. \ 
A tableau T, is said to contain T2, written T1 2 ‘I,, if for every tableau 0; 
T,(C) 2 T2(o:. T 1 is equivalent to T2, denoted by T, = T2, if T, 3 T2 and T2 2 T, . 
It is known that T, 2 T2 if and only if they define the same target rptotinn ~~hp*e __...*..,.. --r--.l*C 
and there is a containment mapping from T1 to Tz [2]. 
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Given a database state Y = (rI , . . . , Q), we define a tableau T, on u Y (TAG) and 
ca!! it the state tubZeau_for state r. For each relation r: F rj and for ~=rh tllple tIcL‘8. S L ,i, 
there is a row u in T, corresponding to it. The tuple u is said to ~ri~innt~ frop* r, ‘O”‘--” 
or Ri and is defined as follows: 
e ta[Ri] = t; 
0 u[A] = bii, b, is a ndv or null symbol that appears nowhere else in T,, A E u - Ri; 
e u[ T&y] = & 
The summary of T. is empty. 
2.3. Functional dependencies, transformations and chasing 
Unless otherwise stated, the kind of constraints considered here are functional 
dependencies (fds) [S]. Given a set of fds, there are additional dependencies implied 
by this set. The set of dependencies that are logical!y implied by F is the closure 
of F, denoted by F+. F is said to be nonredundant if there is no X + A E F such 
that (F - {X + A})+ = F+. Given a sei of attributes X, the closure of X with respect 
to F, denoted by X+, is the set of attributes {A 1 X + A E F+}. 
An fd X + A is said to be embedded in a relation scheme R if XA c R. The 
projection of a set of fds F onto Ri, denoted by F+ 1 Rip is the set of projected fds 
X + A E F+ suciia hit Xi A is ~~~ed&d :fi &. A database scheme R is said to be 
CCKW embedding for a set of fds F if there exists a set of fds G with G+ = F+ such 
that for each fd X + A E G, X + A is embedded in some Ri E R. A database scheme 
is said to be dependency preseming, if for any instance I defined on U, I satisfies F 
implies IWI ~~(1) aiso satisfies E By a theorem 
-- _= _ _= 
in [SJ. M 1s cover embeddhng implies , 
_ .._ _ _..-.: R is dependency preserving. 
Let F be a set of fds. We use r’= ii,, It, X + A> to represent a transformation 
applying to a ilableau T, where IS and 1, are rows in T and X + A E F+. A transforma- 
tion T is valid if Z,[X] = I,[X]. A transformation T is applied to ; tableau T, denoted 
by T(T), if 7 is valid and T is chasrged according to the following ways: 
e If &[A] and &[A] are not distinct constants, then replace the higher entry with 
the other according to the partial order <. If both are distinct constants, then 
T(T) = 0 and T is said to contradict T. 
Let 7 = 71 . . . 7p be a sequence of transformations. Then T(T)= 
T,(T,-,(. . . T,(T). . . )). Let 2 be a set of dependency constraints. The representatiax 
instance for a state r, denoted by CHAS&( T,), is the final nonempty tableau 
obtained from T, b; applying all valid transformations corresponding TV 2 exhaus- 
tively to T,. The process of applying all transformations to a tableau T, is called 
the chasing of T,. If no contradiction is found during the chasing of T,, then r is 
said to be a (globally) consistent state [lo, 13,251. Let I5 be a set of constraints. The 
set of all consistent states for a database scheme with respect o E is denoted by 
WMTCB, 2) = {r 1 r is a state of and is consiste ith E:). A relation ri is consistent 
with 2’1 Ri if there is a universal relation I satisfying 2 such that ~TTR,(~) 2 ri. The 
locally consistent states of are elements of the set LSAT( , .E t = {Y I c is consistent 
with Z+l R,, for each ri E r}. 
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Let a, be the state tableau for a state r. Let t be a tuple in T, and X be a subset 
of fi ‘We say t[X] is total if t[Ai]E dom(Ai), for all Ai E X. Let sr’ be the &MCI/ 
projection operator which is defined as &(.Trj =(t[X]l I E Tr and r[Xj is total). 
Given a representative instance CHASE,( a,), the X-tobalprojecfisn ora CH.4 SEz ( Tr) 
is defined as rr~(C,HASE,(T,)j. A database scheme is said to be bounded with 
respect o a set of dependencies if for any X c U and for any tuple t in the X-total 
projection of the representative instance for any consistent state r, I can be derived 
from T, by at most k applications of transformation, for some constant k. It 
has been shown that R is bounded exactly when every X-total projection of tne 
representative instance can be computed by a predetermined relational expression 
[9,W. 
2.4. Equivalence, containment and optimality of expressions 
Let E he a relational expression with operands in R = {I?, , . . . , &}. Then E(r) 
denotes the value returned by E if a database state r = (r, ) . . . , rk) on 
into the corresponding relation variables in E and is evaluated according to the 
usual definition. Let E, and E2 be two relational expressions with operands defined 
on R. El is said to contain Ez, denoted by E, 2 Ei, .* ;f for a!! consistent states r on 
R, E,(r) 1 E2(r). E, is said to be equivalent to E,, denoted by E, = Ez, if E, I> Ez 
and Ez 2 El. Let E be a union of SPJ-expressions. Then we can always construct 
a union of tagged tableau TE for E 1221. Furthermore TE( Tr) = E(r), for any state 
r [22]. Let E be a union of SPJ-expressions. Then E is optimal (or minimal) if there 
does not exist another equivalent union of S?J-expressions with a fewer number of 
join operations. 
2.5. Derivation sequences and chase join expressions 
Given a set of fds F, a derivation sequence (ds) of some relation scheme Ri is a 
finite sequence of fds (f, : Y1 + Z, , . . . ,fm : Y,,, + Z,,,) satisfying the following condi- 
tions: 
43 Y,+ZjEf+, forall l<jQm. 
I$ E <Uil’, YkZk u Ri) and Zj R (ULI_‘, YkZk u Ri) = 0, for all 1 c j c m. 
The ds is said to have a leength of m. Essentially a ds of Ri is a sequence of fds used 
in computing the closure of Ihi. .A ds of Ri covering X is a ds of Ri such that 
(U,Tl y,ZjURi)?X. 
A ds is said to be decomposed if for every fd Yi + Zi in the sequence, Z; = Aj, for 
some Aj E U. We can always obtain a decomposed ds from a nondecomposed one 
by replacing Y, + Z, with V, + A;, , . . . , Yi + Ai , where Zi = A. ,, - * * A,,, for all Y + Zi 
in the ds. Two decomposed dss of R, are e&ivalent if they are identical up to 
permutation of fds in the sequences. 
Let R, and pair of relation schemes for which there exists YE R2 - R, 
such that R, CI Rz-: E Ft. The join of r, and rr( R,n ,, , y(r2) is called an extension 
of extension joins is call chase join ex~~es~~iQ~.~ (cjes) 
as follows [6]: 
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(1 j R, is a cje defmed on R,, for any R, E 
(2) Let Ei and E’ be two cjes defined on R and S: respectively. Then Ei IN T,~~( E,) 
is a cje defined on Ru Y, where XE RnS, Yc_S-R, and X+ YEP. 
Given a ds (Q-FZ~,. I . , Y,,, + ,aP,,) i9f a rehtion scheme R,, covering XG if exn 
fd is embedded in some cje, then we define the cje E~?w bke & as fdlow~: 
E =nic(R;,i~i7ty,2,~Ei,jI~I * * * lWl~;;,,r,,,~E;,,,)), 
where for each 1 j Q s m, YiZj is embedded in Ei,, for some cje Ei,. In particular, if 
each Ei, is some relation scheme R,, 1 Q s m, then the cje for the ds is simple. In j 
the subsequent discussion, we use simple chase join expression (scje) to mean scje 
for some ds of a relation scheme covering X, for some X E U. 
Example 2.2. R= {R,(AB), R,(ABCDEF))i F = (AB+ D, BC -* E, B-, C, II+ F, 
E + F). Then the following are dss: 
(1) (I?-, C, BC+ E, E + F) is a ds of R, covering ABCF; 
(2) (Al?+ 0, D+ F, II-+ C) is a ds of R, covering ABCF; 
(3 j ( ): the empty sequence is a ds of ii, covering ABCF. 
The following are scjes for the above three dss, respectively: 
(1) El= ~ABCF(R,IWJ~TBC(R~~IW(~~BC.E(RZ~~W(~~EF(RZ~); 
:2j ~ -I 
L2 - “ABC‘F\ 1’1 ’ *D ‘kikAB&?2jiki ~7iDF:RjIWI~BC(142)); 
(3) E,- ~ABCF(&). 
A scheme R is independent with respect o a set of constraints 2 if WSAT( 
LSAT(R, 2). Sagiv 119 , I%] characterized a class of independent schemes 
constraints are a set of key dependencies. Graham and Yannakakis [ 5 I], and 
independently Ito et al. [14], generalized Sagiv’s independence and presented a 
number of results on independence, including a polynomial time test for indepen- 
dence with respect o a set of embedded fds. 
4, database scheme is independent with respect o Z. = H u { IWI 
a set of fds, ii-verifying that each relation is consistent with its projected dependencies 
suffices to ensure the state is globally c on&tent. In fact, the set of projected 
dependencies is a set of fds. 
Theorem 3.1 (Graham and Yannakakis [I I]). Let X = H u (lMl } and C be the set 
of fds implied by Z. The database scheme is independent xi:h respect to 2; if and 
e following two conditions are satis-ed: 
embeds a cover F of G; 
is independent with respect to F alone. 
am and Yannakakis derive 
if is independent with respect to Z and 2 is BcsgEcaily eiji.hiba’iWit 
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Tn the subsaquent discussion we shall assume the embedded cover is given when 
an inde;endent scheme is considered. Tlney also found a poiynomial time algorithm 
which recognizes exactly the class of independent schemes when an embedded COVP~ 
of f& is considered. In the remainder of this section we will informally describe 
the recognition aigotithm (in the following called Algorithm GY) and present some 
properties of independem schemes which will be used later. 
A scheme is not independent when, chasing the tableau for a locally consistent 
state, a contradiction arises. That is, the chase tries to equate two distinct constants. 
Intuitively, this mcaus that there are two different ways to derive some fd in F ‘-. 
We say X is a Se&hand side (lhs) from Rk if X -* A E Fk, for some A. Since the 
same set of attributes can be Ihs from two or more relation schemes, we distinguish 
the appearances of the same set of attributes as distinct lhss in distinct schemes. 
Algorithm GY tests independence by building for each fd (t>f the form Rj 3 A) in 
Ft a “unique” minimal derivation. The a!gorithm computes the closure of each 
relation scheme Ri E with respect to F, associating a tableau with each attribute 
in Rf and with each lhs X c Rj+ from some Rim During the computation of R-T, an 
attribute A is said to be available after it has been discovered that A E RJ. A lhs 
X is available when each A E X is available. The tableau for an attribute A E Rf is 
indicated with q(A) and is defined when A becomes available; the tableau for an 
(avaiiabiej Ihs X from Ri is defined as the union oF +L +OLr=;*==;- T ’ A_ \ L ~11b L~VIGCSUA Ij(h J, fGr A E Xv 
plus a row (X*-row in the following) with dvs for the attributes in X* (where X* 
denotes the local closure of X, that is, its closure with respect to Fi), unique ndvs 
for the other attributes, and tag Ri. The tableau for X is denoted by q(X). Initially, 
the set of the avaiiable attributes is initialized to Rj, and the tableau for each A E Rj 
is the empty tableau 0. A lhs X is weaker than another lhs Y, denoted by X s Y, 
if T,(X) 2 ?;.( Y).’ X E Y abbreviates X s Y and Y s X. The algorithm distinguishes 
the available lhss into unprocessed and processed, and processes lhss in the order 
of weakness and halts either when it discovers a contradiction (we omit details) cr 
when all the avnilahle I~CC have II w -. I= w-1” . ..“” been processed. At each iteration, a weakest 1”s X 
from some Ri is picked, and all the attributes in its local closure X” (with respect 
to &) that are not yet available (let us indicate this set with Xzew) become available, 
and for each of them the tableau is defined to be equal to the tableau of X. The 
following is the algorithm for testing independence. 
( Tesn;?cg &w independence) 
ub: A database scheme Ii and a set of embedded fds E 
OU~JH~~: Reject or accc 
ethod: For each Rj 
{Initialization} 
Mark available the attributes in RJI, not avaIi&lc the others. 
For each availa le attribute A, detine T,(A) =fl. 
’ Gidhd1it and ~annakakis [I I j used T(X) 5 T( Y) instead of T(X) 2 T( Y). 
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Mark unp-ocessed every lhs from i f I$, for every i. 
Compute the avaiiabie ihss, their tabieaux, and their order under 6. 
{The main loop.} 
While there is an available but unprocessed ihs X from some Ri do: 
Fick a weakest such X and let E(X) be the set cf avaiiable ihss from Ri that 
are equivalent to X under G. 
Determine the set W(X) of the available lhss from Ri strictly weaker than X. 
Let X$, be the closure of X with respect to the set of fds 
WF(X) = (Z + Z” 1 Z E W(X) and Z* is the closure with respect o Fi}. 
Let Xze,, = X” -X& . 
Verifv that each attribute in Xze,, is not available; if one is, halt and reject. 
For each Y in E(X) (besides X) do: 
Compute the closure Y,*ld with respect o WF( X) and verify that Y& = X$ ; 
if not, halt and reject. 
Mark every attribute A E X&, available and define T(A) = T(X). 
Update the set of available lhss, compute their tableaux and update their order 
under G. 
Mark processed, every u nprocessed lhs Z of Ri with Z” C: X”. 
Graham and Yarmakakis [Xl] proved the correctness of the aigorithm; we just 
repeat here a lemma that will be used later. 
Lemma 3.2 (Graham and Yannakakis [I I]). Let Rj be a relation scheme selected at 
the outer *for loop. If is independent and X is a processed ihs from some Ri such 
lhai RJ 2 X, and AE X*, where X” is tile iocai closure with respect CO Fi-, then 
T,(A) 2 T,(X). 
4. Computing t&x .ai pr+diom b’or independent schemes with unions of scjes 
In this section, we show that there is an algorithm which generates unions of 
scjes to compute the X-total projections with respect o an embedded cu.ier F when 
an independent scheme is considered. In the rest of this section, we derive the 
algorithm by showing that the representative instance for any legal state defined on 
an independent scheme can be obtained by chasing the tableau for the state in a 
particular way. Without loss of generality, we assume F= IJi Fi, where Fi is a 
nonredundant cover for F’ i Ri, for any Ri E Also, all dss are assulned to be 
decomposed. The following algorithm will convert T, to 
(Chasing the tableau for an in 
ere r is a consistent state defin 
a set of fds F as defined above. 
1 I- 
, and 
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Method: 
(I) Finish = false. 
Loop until finish = trtte: If there is an X * A E F and t,, t2 in 7; such that 
t,[XA] are constants and t,[X] = tJX] and t,[A] is a nu!! symbol then tz[A] 
is equated to t,[A], else finish = true. 
(2) Let the resulting tableau after step (I) be Tf . Chase TF to get CHASEr( T,). 
Wc claim during ste? (2) of Algorithm 4.i, only null symbols are equated. Before 
we prove the claim, the following lemma is xcdcd. 
.2. Let t be a tupie defined on U. Let r = rru( t), where is cover embedding 
for a set of fds F. Let R, E R and t, be the tuple in GfASE,( T,) corresponding to 
wu,“( t). Then t,,[Ri] = t[RL]. 
roof. By assumption, we know each fd in F is embedded in some re!ation scheme. 
We prove the lemma by showing inductively that t,[RbXIAl . . . XkAk] = 
ijR,X,A, . . . &/if& where (X, --, A,, . . . , X, + Ak) is a ds of R, covering 
A,Az.. . Ak. 
Basis: k = 0. When no fd is used then by construction of T,., tJ&,,] = ru,O( t) = 
t[R,]. u 1 RUIW~ cub VQJ~ m ulvmcu~~ CStZb!iSh& ,?P tb.. h”A” ;o tv.;.,;~ll.~ 
Induction: k > 0. Suppose the induction hypothesis is true for all dss of R,, with 
length less than k. Consider a ds of Rq, with length k. Let {X, + Al 9 + . I , Xk + Ak) 
be the ds and let each X, + Ak be embedded in R,, for some Ri, E R. By the induction 
hypothesis, t6[ Rq,X1 A 1 . . . Xk_lAk-l] = t[R,X,A, . . . Xk-,A~-J. . siixe Xi; G 
(UEI: X,/I, u R4,), t4,[Xk] = t[Xk]. Since t[R,] = t;,[Rc] and X,+A, is embedded 
in R;, , t[XkAk] = ti,[XkA,]. Rows tg and fq, are both in the tableau and their 
X,-components are equal, hence tb[Ak] = tjk[Ak] = t[A,] in CHASEr( T,). Therefore 
ti,,[ R,X,A, - -. X,A,] = tT R4,_X;Ai *. . _&_A,] in C_HASEF(T,). This completes the 
induction proof. Cl 
Having shown the lemma above, we are ready to prove our claim. 
be an independent s with respect to an embtldded cover F, 
fds. Let r E WSAT( Consider chasing T, using Algorithm 
4.1. In step (2) of the algorithm, only null symbols are equated. 
of. Assume otherwise. Let T = a, ~ . . rl be a sequence of transformations used in 
step (2) such that T/ = (t, , tz, X + A) is the first transformation to transform t2[A] 
~IIxII null to crrnstant_ Let_ S = (A,, i ~ = +, A,) such that the S-components of tz are 
all the null symbols at the stage after T/-, is applied the tableau but before q is 
invoked. Suppase t2 originates from r,,. Clearly ,A, G . Let us define a universal 
‘ Luphe : as f o:h3ws: ] = n where n is a value tha! :.ppears nowhere else if 
ise. Let rrn(t)=(s, ,..., sk}, w eresi=7PR,(t), 1sisk. ke”: 
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US add each tuple Si t0 each ri t0 form a new state r’= (r: , . . . , rl). We claim that 
each ri = ri w (Si) satisfies F’ ) Rie Suppose it does not, then there exists a tuple t’ E rj 
such that ?’ and Si viokte an fd V+ C. Clearly, :’ does not contain any attribute 
in 5, for if it does t’[ V] # si[ V]. SO, i/c Ri - S. Consider the followirng possible 
cases for C : 
Case 1: C E S. In this case, tz[ V] = si[ V] = t’[ V] and fZ[C] should be assigned 
the constant t’[ C] in step (1) of Algorithm 4.1. Hence a contradiction. 
Case 2: C e S. SO VC G Ri - S. This implies r E WSAT( , F). Again a contradic- 
tion. Therefore r’ E LSPLT( 
Let us chase T,, as follows: 
(1) Apply step (1) of Algorithm 4.1 to T,. 
(2) Apply 7 -{T,) to the tableau returned by step (1) above. 
(3) Chase the part of the tableau for the Sis tuples. Since R is cover embedding, 
by Lemma 4.2, the tuple corresponding to sP becomes constants exactly in the 
positions Rl . 
We claim that from the above we can deduce that r’ is not a consistent state. In 
step (2) above, the two tuples t, and t2 have their X-components equal and zJA] 
is a constant. But tz[ RP] = s,,[ R,], and A E Ri , hence t,[A] = sJA] in CHAS&( T,). 
But A E S, hence s,[A] is a constant that appears nowhere else. Therefore f2 and !, 
will violate X + A. Hence r’g WZ$AT( , F). Therefore R cannot be independent. A 
contradiction. Cl 
Chan and Mendelzon showed that each derived value in CHASE,(T,) is 
“uniquely” derived from a relation for an independent scheme. 
Lemma 4.4 (Chan and Mendelzon [?I). Let be an independent scheme with respect 
to an embedded cover F, where F is a set offds. Then asly rE WSAT( 
for any nonredundunt cover Fj of Ffl Rj, for apny Rj E and for any X + A E Fj, 
&,( CFIAS&( T,)) = Q&). 
Let rE WSAT( F) and let t E CHA§EF( T,), where t originates from ri. Define 
T = {A 1 t[ A] becomes constant in the chase process} = RiAl . . . Ak, k 2 8. IJsing 
Algorithm 4.1 and by Lemma 4.3, there exists a sequence of transformations x that 
changes t[A, . . . Ak] from nulls to constants. Without loss of generality, we assume 
t[A 1 . . . Ak] become constants in the order A,, . . . , Ak. Clearly each entry t[Ai] is 
tly one transformation. Therefore Ix]= k and let the fds involved 
, ,... ,X,+A,)=(f,,..., fk), ka0. By the assumption of F, each 
& is embedded in some relation scheme. In an independent scbe each 4; is 
embedded in at most one relation scheme. ence each J is embed in exactly 
one relation scheme, let the relation scheme 
It is clear that (f,, . . . ) ws directly 
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rnnC 
I ““I. uction on the number k of transformations that change t during 
the chase process. 
Basis: k = 0.. T = Ri. E = Ri and since t originates from ri, t[ T] E E(r). Hence 
the basis is established. 
Induction: k > 0. Suppose the induction hypothesis is tmc for all tuples t E T, 
such that t[ RiAl . . . Ak_,] are constants after t is chanped by k - 1 transformations 
in ~fgp (1) of Algorithm 4.1. Suppose t[ RiAl . . . Ak] become constants in the chase 
process. Let x = (s, t, Xk + Ak) be the transformation that transforms t[A,J from 
null to constant in step (1) of Algorithm 4.1, where X, + Ak is embedded in Ri,. 
- _ 
Rv the induction hvnothesis. tf RA. - . . Ak J is contained in some scje t: tar a ds --.I ---- -,I -- 7 -L-a--.---- 
of R,, where E = RiIWITx,A,(Ri,)IMI . . - IWI~~k_,~r._l(Ri,_,)a We want to show that 
t[RiA, a . . Ak] is contained in the scje E MI vx,A,( Ri, 1. 
Before x is invoked s[X,A,] are constants. By the assumption of F and by Lemmzl 
4.4, s[XkA,] E rxk,+( ri,). Hence t[RiA, . . . Ak j E E IWI Vx,A,( Tit). This compietes the 
induction proof. Cl 
Next, we want to show that in general any scje for a ds of Ri with only produce 
total tuples in CHASE,( T,). Let a ds of Ri be (X, + A,, . I . , X, + Ak). Let E = 
RiMTJ(,,4,(Ri,)IWi ’ * * !??!C~kA:,(Rik) be a SCje. 
Lemma 4.6. Let r E WSAT(R, F), is any database scheme. Let E be dejined cbove. 
For any t E E(r), t is a total tuple in CHASE,( T,). 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 5 of [lS]. El 
By Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, the set of all scjes for dss of Ris produces exactly the 
set of total tuples in the representative instance. Hence we have an algorithm to 
compute total projections with respect o the embedded cover F for an indeptindent 
scheme. The method is as follows. First find a cover F = lJi Fi, where Fi is a 
nonredundant cover for F+I Ri, for every Ri E . By Graham and Yannakakis’s 
algorithm [ 1 I], a cover of F’ 1 Ri can be found in polynomial time and hence finding 
the nonredundant covers FiS can be done in polynomial time. Then for each Rt E 
such that RT 2 X, find all nonequivalent dss of Ri covering X. The dss are of the 
fcrm(Xi+A,,...,X,,, + A,), where Xj + Aj E F, for all 1 ~j G m. 
be an independent scheme with respect to an embedded cover F 
E = Lri ‘prx( Ei), 
-total projection of the representative instance is given by 
where E is the union of scjes obtained as descri 
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roof. Follows from Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6. Cl 
As a consequence of Theorem 4.7 indmw=mdf93t crhfwwc are hA?lnded with ~~-_p~l_:r; 4 -‘_-“T_ _____ __ -___T__aw” vv__a_ 
tn. thn embedded cover I< .v t,ar 
Codary 48. Let be an independent scheme with respect o an embedded cover F. 
Then 
5. Eilicient generation of unisn of scjes 
In this section we will show that, for every X CE U, it is possible to build in 
polynomial time an optimal expression that computes the X-total projection with 
respect to an embedded cover F when an independent scheme is assumed. 
We know from Theorem 4.7 that, for every X, the X-total projection of the 
representative instance can be computed as a union of scjes. The main result of this 
section shows that it is not necessary to consider the scje for every dsf covering X, 
but that, for every Rj such that Rf2 X, there is one scje that contains ail other 
possible scjes based on Rj involved in the aforementioned union. Intuitively, this 
scje corresponds to the union of the tableaux generated by Algorithm GY for the 
attributes A E X. In the remainder of this section, a ds 7 is a ds for Rj covering X 
means a ds for Ri covering X as defined in Section 4. 
irtt%rtl8 5.i. Lei R, E R, A E Rz, and T be a ds f-or R, covering A and Ti,,(A) the 
tableau for A constructed by Algorithm G Y when R, is processed by the outer for loop. 
For every row t E T,(A) (let it be a Z*-row with tag Ri,), there is cm fdfrom Ri, in r 
with Ihs Y such that Z” E Y”, where Z* and Y” are Local closures with resFect to .F,,. 
Proof. We assume, without loss of generality, that T is a decomposed s. The proof 
proceeds by induction on the length n of T=( YI + Al,. . . , Y, +A,). Let Yi+ Aj 
l-4 ,e em b AAnTI ’ R euuru rn ..,j, fcr every 1 <j 6 n. 
Basis: n = 0. Then A E R,. Hence Tk(A) is an empty tableau and therefore the 
basis is trivially established. 
Induction: n>O. Let 7’=(Y,+A ,,..., Y,_,+A,,_,), that is, T’=T-(Y,+A,). 
If A, # A, then T’ is a ~1s for R, covering A of length n - I, and so, by the induction 
hypothesis, the lemma holds. If A,, = A, ik:n for every BE Y,,. 7’ is a ds i3r 
covering B with length m < n; so, by the induction hypothesis, for each row in 
Tb(B) (Z*-row with tag Rjj), there is in T’ an fd from Rij with Ihs Y such that 
Z” c If/“. Since Y,, + A, E ~i;l., and Y, E Rc, Tk( Y,,) will eventually be constructed 
and is defined as TJ Y,) = LIE, :,,, TJ B) v { Yz -row}. Since Y,, + 
row in T4,( Y”) (let it be a Z*-row with tag i,), there is an fd on 
’ Independently Maier et al. [ 171 obtained a similar result. 
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Y surzh that Z* c Y”. Finally, by Lemma 3.2, Tb(A) 2 Tk( k;, j and by the definitions 
of Tb and the containment of tableaux, the induction hypothesis also holds for a 
ds of length II. This completes the induction proof. Cl 
This result can be easily extended from ds covering single attribute, tc ds covering 
sets of attributes. 
corollary 5.2. Let 7 be a ds fir R, covering X. Consider Rb is processed by the outer 
for loop in Algorithm GY. Then for every A E X, for every row t E T&(A) (Z”-VVN with 
tag Xi,), there i3 afi~~dfrom R, in r wi;R I:~s 2’ SU& that Z” C_ Y”, &erc Z* and Y* 
are lo& closures with respect o Fi,. 
Proof. immediately follows from Lemma 5.1, since a ds for X is also a ds for ever] 
AEX. Cl 
The previous corollary shows the close relationship existing between Tb(X) 
and all the dss for Rb covering X: Tb(X) is “dominated” by each ds. Now, we 
show how as a consequence, it is possible to define, from Tb(X), a “minimal” ds 
for R, covering X. First of all, for every R,, for every A E Ri, we define a ds for 
R, covering A. These dss are defined recursively, while running Algorithm GY 
for R,, the ds covering A being defined when A becomes available, as follows: 
I 0 ifAERG 
r:,/+ = 
\ 
n rjO,s u { Y + YzW} where Y is the lhs picked when A becomes available. 
BEY 
Then, for every X E RG, we define T& ; uAEX r$,A. In both the constructions, 
we consider the order of fds is meaningful (as it is in dss) and preserved by unions. 
it is easy to show that the construction is well-definedl that is, ~t,.~ is actcal!y a ds 
for R, covering X. Now, we show in this sense -iE x is minimal among the dss for 
Rb covering ‘X. ‘tie need a lemma first. 
ma 5.3. For every fd Z + ZzeW (from R,) in &, there is an attribute A E X and 
a row t E Tb(A) such that t is a Z*-row with tag R,. 
Proof. By the construction of 7t_x and T6(A). q 
Theorem 5.4. Let rx be a ds for Rb covering X. Then, for every fd Z + Z$,, (from 
Ri,) in +rt,x, there is an fd from Rij in 7x with lhs Y such that Z* 5 Y*, where Z* 
and Y” are closures with respect o Fi,. 
roof. Again, we assume ru to be decomposed; if it is not, we can consider the 
corresponding decomposed ds. 
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Let 2 --i Z,“,, be an fd in 7z,x from R,. From the previous lemma. there is an 
attribute A E X and a row t E 7”(A), such that 1 is a Z*-row with tag Ri,. Then, by 
Corollary 5.2, there is an fd from R, in rx with ihs Y such that Z*S Y*. 0 
We first state a result from [3] which will be used in the next theorem. 
Theorem 5.5 (Atzeni and Chan [3]). Let T =( Y, + Z1,. . . , m/, +Z,> aatd x = 
(Vi + WI,. . . , If,, + I%$) be dss for R, covering X. Let E, = 
TX (R, ID41 - * * w7ry.,z,, (I?,,,,)) and Ex = TX(R~IWI * * s MI T”,,~,,( Rp,! )) be scjes ,for T md 
x, respectively. Then ET ZJ E:, ifmd on!;? iffnr each Yj + Zj in CT. there is a Vk + W, in 
x such liaat VL 2 YT and Rii = RPk. 
We are finally ready for the main theorem. We will show that, for each X, and 
for each Ri whose closure covers X, there is a scje (name!y, the scje corresponding 
to rzxi tuat contains all the others. As a consequence, for every X, the X-totai 
projection of the representative instance can be computed as a union of at most k 
scjes, where k is the number of relation schemes whose closures contain X. Let 
J!Z~,~ be the scje corresponding to T&. 
Theorem 5.6. Let E be a scje for a ds r of R, covering X. Then E%,x 2 E. 
Proof. First observe that if R is independent, and Y and 2 are Ihs of fds on the 
same relation scheme, then Y* 2 2” if and only if Yf 2 Zf. Then the theorem 
follows from Theorems 5.4 and 5.5. q 
Corollary 5.7. For every X, the X-total projection of the representative instance is 
given by U,;,, E?x - 
From the above results, it is possible to derive an algorithm which, tbr any given 
X c U, produces in polynomial time an expression E computing the X-total projec- 
tion with respect to an embedded cover E Together with the results obtained in 
[3], this expression can be optimized efficiently. A version of the algorithm is as 
follows. 
Algorithm 5.8. Generate optimal unions of scjes for tota! projections when indepen- 
dence is assumed. 
Input: _4n independent scheme, an embedded cover F, X # 0 and X s U. 
Output: Optimal expression to compute the X-total projection with respect to F. 
Method: 
(I) For each Ri such that RT 3 X do: compute E&. 
(2) Let E = IJ,: Zx E&. 
(3) ize the number of join operations in E. 
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Siep (1) is performed according to the definitions, nmning Algorithm GY to build 
T& and then the corresponding scje, and therefore it has the same complextty as 
Algorithm GY= Step (3) can be performed efficiently using the results obtained in 
[3]. By a theorem of Sagiv and Yannakakis [22], the expression obtained is minimal 
in the number of join operations. 
Corollaq 5.9. SU_I)POW w QIP gize?r an indepetides?? cheme with respect to an embedded 
cover F. Then for every X c U, we can build in polynomial time a minimal expression 
to compute the X-total projection of the representative instance. 
Example 5.18. Let us consi&r a database scheme dver the attributes Drizler, 
T J-.....,,.hIr. ___ --_ L‘l,t:,UC1.“, I’IIUWt;l) nHnAmi Versio;;, Speed, Price, Couiitiy_of= Origin, Tax-Rate and ihey arc 
abbreviated as their respective first letters in the following. Let = W,W), 
R2(LMV),R3(MVC),R4(MV§P),R5(CT)}. Let F={L-,MK M+C, MV+P§, 
C+ T}. 
By means of Algorithm GY, we can verify that R is independent. Suppose we 
want the window over IVC§, i.e., the relationship between models of cars, countries 
of origin and speed. MCS is contained in the closures of _R_i, R2, R3 and I&. So 
step (1) of Algorithm 5.8 generates four expressions: 
By results in [3], EFMCs, E&,Cs and EzMCs are all contained in E&Cs. So we 
are left with E = E&,=s. Since all the subexpressions come from different relation 
schemes, no subexpression can be deieted. Hence the final expression for the 
computation of the MCS-total projection of the representative instance is: 
E = RJWIT~~(R~). 
Although the expression E generated by our method is used to compute the 
X-total projections with respect to F, this method can still be used when 2 = F u 
j is given as a constraint. I as proven in [7] that given a dependency preserving 
e ETIi for any R;e and for any X c Ri, ~i( CHASEF( Tr)) - 
&(CHASEz-(T,)). Since independent schemes are cover embedding and hence 
dependency preserving, the X-total projection with respect to 2 can be computed 
by our method for any X E Ri, and for any Also, if the independent scheme 
is a lossless join decomposition [l], it is e ’ verify that &( CH,4SEF( T,)) = 
&(C G L! ence our meiEii3ct Is still a~~~~cab~~ in t 
cases. 
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Using the representative instance as a query-answering device is an interesting 
approach. Facing these systems is the problem of how to generate answers efficientiy. 
We proposed scjes as an efficient and natural way to simulate the total projections. 
More specifically, we showed that for any Xr: U, the X-iota1 projection of 
CHMEF( ?-,) cart be csmpcted eEciently by a union of scjea when an independent 
scheme is assumed. 
Independently, severai other researchers obtained similar results recently. Hto et 
ai. [is] studied the same problem as we did arrd they derived an #G(c k iFi x /F[i j 
algorithm brat generates relational expressions that compute the total projections 
for an independent scheme when an embedded cover is assumed. Sagiv [2l] studied 
query evaluation in independent schemes when the set of constraints is the union 
of the full join dependency IN and an embedded cover E The queries are 
represented as tableaux and are evaluated against the representative instance. He 
derived an algorithm that translates such a tableau T into a union of tableaux that 
has the same value of T_ but can be applied to the database relations. As a special 
case, the algorithm generates efficiently, for any Xc U, a union of tableaux that 
has the same value as the X-total projection of the representation instance. On the 
other hand, the other authors have not proposed expressions like scjes as a means 
to simulate the total projections nor have they studied formally the optimization 
process for the expressions generated. 
Our strategy allows an efficient implementation: essentially, a number of precom- 
putations (including the closures of all t he sets of attributes involved in fds, and 
some subexpressions associated with the attributes) are performed oniy once in the 
beginning, when the scheme is defined (and its independence verified); then, each 
time a total projection is needed, the union of scjes is generated efficiently. Finally, 
the optimization techniques studied in [3] can be used, and the optimal expression 
can be produced very efi-iciently. 
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